Egg consumption and cardiovascular disease among diabetic individuals: a systematic review of the literature

Background: This study reviewed epidemiological and experimental evidence on the relationship between egg consumption and cardiovascular disease (CVD) risks among type II diabetes mellitus (T2DM) individuals, and T2DM risk in nondiabetic subjects.

Results: Four of the six studies that examined CVD and mortality and egg consumption among diabetics found a statistically significant association. Of the eight studies evaluating incident T2DM and egg consumption, four prospective studies found a statistically significant association. Lack of adjustment for dietary confounders was a common study limitation. A small number of experimental studies examined the relationship between egg intake and CVD risk biomarkers among diabetics or individuals with T2DM risk factors. Studies among healthy subjects found suggestive evidence that dietary interventions that include eggs may reduce the risk of T2DM and metabolic syndrome.

Conclusion: Differences in study design, T2DM status, exposure measurement, subject age, control for confounders and follow-up time present significant challenges for conducting a meta-analysis. Conflicting results, coupled with small sample sizes, prevent broad interpretation. Given the study limitations, these findings need to be further investigated.
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Background

Coronary heart disease (CHD) and stroke are leading causes of death in the USA and globally. Elevated serum low-density lipoprotein (LDL) has been identified as a major risk factor for CHD.1 Epidemiological studies have shown a relationship between dietary cholesterol and CHD risk, and early metabolic studies have shown a positive relationship between dietary cholesterol and plasma total and LDL cholesterol (LDL-C).2-5 These findings, in part, have led to guidelines from the American Heart Association recommending that healthy adults limit cholesterol intake to less than 300 mg per day. Since a large egg contains about 185 mg cholesterol, the American Heart Association recommends restricting egg consumption unless cholesterol intakes from other sources are limited.6,7 However, there is a growing body of scientific literature showing a lack of relationship between egg intake and cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk,8-17 including two recent meta-analyses that showed no association or dose-response relationship between egg consumption and CHD or stroke.18,19 Further, recent dietary guidelines indicate healthy people can consume one egg a day as part of a healthy diet.20

The positive relationship between egg intake and CVD risk among persons with type II diabetes mellitus (T2DM) has been shown in several prospective studies.14,21,22
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Further, the direct relationship between egg intake and risk of diabetes has also been shown; however, in several of these prospective studies, dietary factors, in particular saturated fat intake, were not accounted for. 14,22 T2DM is a metabolic disorder characterized by high blood glucose and develops in the presence of deficient insulin action, which can be attributed to either insufficient production or excretion of insulin, resistance to the actions of insulin, or both. 23 Clinical definitions for prediabetic and diabetic conditions have been established by the World Health Organization (WHO) 23 and the American Diabetes Association, 23 based on fasting plasma glucose (FPG) levels 2 hours following intake of oral glucose load (oral glucose tolerance).

Insulin resistance, hypertension, impaired glucose tolerance, elevated FPG, dyslipidemia, abdominal adiposity, obesity, inactivity, and genetic characteristics are among the complex web of risk factors that can indicate risk for future development of T2DM. 23,25–29 Many of the risk factors for T2DM are also CVD risk factors. Metabolic syndrome (MetS) can be used as a clinical tool to characterize individuals with some combination of CVD risk factors, including diabetes, obesity, dyslipidemia and hypertension. Persons with MetS are at a twofold risk for developing CVD and fivefold risk for T2DM. 30–32 Diabetes is also frequently called an “independent risk factor” for CVD, ie, independently of LDL-C levels, diabetes increases the risk of CVD. 33 Hemoglobin A1C (HbA1C), a well-established indicator of overall serum glucose control in diabetic patients, is the most potent predictor of CHD risk. 34 Inflammation induced by diabetes and insulin resistance can accelerate atherosclerosis in patients with diabetes. 35 Normal insulin signaling is essential for normal cardiovascular function, and lack of it will result in cardiovascular dysfunction and CVD. 36 Kidney disease, a well-known complication of diabetes progression, is significantly associated with cardiovascular events, even after correction for classical risk factors, such as diabetes itself, hypertension, and dyslipidemia. 37 The complex shared risk factors between CVD and T2DM, in combination with diabetes being an independent risk factor for CHD and stroke, pose real challenges in epidemiologic studies that attempt to examine the role of egg intake in CVD risk among diabetics.

The published epidemiological evidence on 1) the relationship between egg consumption and CVD risks among individuals with T2DM and 2) the direct relationship between egg consumption and risk of developing T2DM were systematically reviewed in this study. Published clinical trials and feeding studies that examined the relationship between egg intake and biomarkers of the shared risk factors for T2DM and CHD were also evaluated as a subanalysis in this review.

Current status of knowledge

Literature search

Two initial PubMed searches were conducted to identify epidemiological studies on egg consumption and CVD risk among diabetics (completed June 15, 2011). The first search was conducted using the search terms: “egg or eggs” and “diabetes or diabetic or insulin or resistant or tolerance” and “cardiovascular or stroke or myocardial or coronary or heart or atherosclerosis or CHD or CVD or CAD [coronary artery disease]” without any limitations. Six epidemiology studies on egg consumption and CVD risk among diabetics were found. 14,16,21,22,38,39 A second search, with broader search terms, including “egg or eggs” and “diabetes or diabetic”, and with limitations to human studies and English publications, was conducted and was followed by a hand search. Six studies on egg consumption as a risk factor for diabetes were found. 40–45 In the hand search, one study on dietary cholesterol and CVD risk among diabetics was found. 46

Three supplemental PubMed searches were conducted to identify studies that examined the relationship between egg consumption or dietary cholesterol and biomarkers of CHD and T2DM risk, followed with a hand search (completed June 15, 2011). These searches were limited to: humans, clinical trial, meta-analysis, randomized controlled trial, comparative study, English, MEDLINE, and all adult ≥19 years. “Egg or eggs or dietary cholesterol” and “intake or consumption or diet” and “diabetes or diabetic” and “triglycerides or HDL (high-density lipoprotein) or LDL or serum cholesterol or serum lipids” were terms included in the first search, which resulted in four relevant studies. 47–50 “Egg or eggs or dietary cholesterol” and “intake or consumption or diet” and “diabetes or diabetic” and “cardiovascular or stroke or myocardial or coronary or atherosclerosis” were terms used in the second search; only one new study was found (Lindeberg et al). 51 The search terms used in the third search were “egg or eggs” and “metabolic or syndrome or insulin or glucose or impaired or resistant” and “triglycerides or HDL or LDL or cholesterol or lipids” and resulted in six studies. 52–57 In a hand search, one study on the effect of egg consumption and CHD risk among T2DM subjects 58 and four studies on the effect of egg and egg-containing diet and CHD/T2DM risk factors in healthy individuals were found. 59–62
Two later searches were also performed on March 30, 2012 and November 14, 2013. These searches found a new case-control study on egg intake and T2DM risk,\(^6\) a cross-sectional survey that examined modifiable risk factors, including egg consumption, for diabetes,\(^6\) two prospective cohort studies that followed protein intake from eggs and risk of T2DM,\(^6\) and egg consumption and risk of T2DM,\(^6\) and four studies reporting results from the same diet intervention study, in individuals with MetS.\(^6\) Three meta-analyses were published in 2013 that evaluated the association between egg consumption and CVD, with subgroup analyses among diabetics.\(^18\) Two of these meta-analyses also evaluated the association between egg consumption and the risk of diabetes.\(^19\)  

**Summary of the published literature**

**Egg consumption and CVD risk in diabetics**

Six prospective cohort studies examined the relationship between egg consumption and CVD risk among diabetics, of which four studies found statistically significant increases in CVD risk and egg consumption,\(^14\)\(^2\)\(^3\)\(^8\)\(^4\)\(^0\) one study found “suggestive evidence” but no statistically significant increase,\(^2\) while another study did not find a statistically significant increase but referred to the small number of diabetics in the study.\(^1\) These studies are summarized in Table 1 and described below.

Hu et al conducted an analysis using data from a prospective study of 37,851 male health professionals and 80,082

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Exposure</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Study findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hu et al(^1)</td>
<td>Health Professionals Follow-up Study; Nurses’ Health Study; n=37,851 men, 80,082 women; diabetic subpopulation (n not reported)</td>
<td>Usual egg intake; five groups: &lt;1, 1, 2–4, 5–6 and ≥7 eggs per week</td>
<td>Incident CVD (nonfatal MI or fatal CHD) and stroke</td>
<td>Egg intake associated with increased CHD risk in diabetics. RR (CHD) for diabetics consuming ≥1 egg a day compared with those consuming &lt;1 egg a week: 2.02 (95% CI 1.05–3.87; P-trend=0.04) for men and 1.49 (95% CI 0.88–2.52; P-trend=0.008) for women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanasescu et al(^1)</td>
<td>Age at enrollment 30–55 years; n=5,672 women with T2DM</td>
<td>Dietary cholesterol, total fat, saturated fat (PUFA, MUFA, etc) at baseline and follow up every 2 years</td>
<td>CVD: nonfatal MI, fatal CHD, and stroke</td>
<td>Significant RR (CVD) in the highest quintile of cholesterol intake relative to the first quintile, RR: 1.39 (95% CI 1.04–1.88; P-trend=0.01). Continuous measure of dietary cholesterol, RR (CVD) for each 200 mg cholesterol/1,000 kcal increase: 1.37 (95% CI 1.12–1.68; P-trend=0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichopoulou et al(^1)</td>
<td>Adult Greek volunteers; n=815 (oral diabetes medication); n=198 (insulin only or insulin with oral diabetes medication)</td>
<td>Usual egg intake (g/day)</td>
<td>Total death and CVD death</td>
<td>Intake of 10 g of egg per day (one standard deviation) associated with a HR of 1.54 (95% CI 1.20–1.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qureshi et al(^1)</td>
<td>NHANES: adults 25–74 years at baseline; diabetic subpopulation, n=349</td>
<td>Usual egg intake; three groups: &lt;1, 1–6, and ≥7 times per week</td>
<td>Hospitalization or death from stroke and CAD</td>
<td>Among diabetics ≥6 eggs/week associated with increased risk of CAD (RR: 2.0 (95% CI 1.0–3.8)). No increased risk for stroke or ischemic stroke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djoussé and Gaziano(^2)</td>
<td>Physicians’ Health Study I; US male physicians, aged 40–85 years at enrollment; n=21,327; diabetic subpopulation not specified</td>
<td>Usual egg intake; five groups: &lt;1, 1, 2–4, 5–6, and ≥7 times (egg) per week</td>
<td>Incident MI or stroke and all-cause mortality</td>
<td>No association between eggs and MI or stroke in diabetics or nondiabetics. HR among diabetics ≥7 eggs per week compared to &lt;1 egg per week: MI: 1.06 (95% CI 0.43–2.63); stroke: 1.83 (95% CI 0.71–4.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houston et al(^1)</td>
<td>Adults, 70–79 years; random sample from Health ABC Study; black and white, men and women, n=1,941; diabetic subpopulation, n=341</td>
<td>Usual egg intake; three groups: &lt;1, 1–2, and ≥3 times per week</td>
<td>Incident MI or stroke and coronary death occurring after year 2</td>
<td>Dietary cholesterol and egg consumption were associated with increased CVD risk among older, community-dwelling adults with T2DM, but not among nondiabetics. HR: 3.66 (95% CI 1.09–12.29) and 5.02 (95% CI 1.63–15.52), respectively, for the upper versus lower tertile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scrafford et al(^1)</td>
<td>NHANES III and follow-up survey; men and women ≥17 years, free of CVD; n=6,833 men and n=8,113 women; diabetic subpopulation not reported</td>
<td>Usual egg intake; three groups: &lt;1, 1–6, and ≥7 times per week</td>
<td>CHD and stroke mortality</td>
<td>No increase in CHD or stroke mortalities in diabetics consuming ≥7 eggs/week. HR (CHD): 0.97 (95% CI 0.40–2.39); HR (stroke): 0.32 (95% CI 0.07–1.42); small sample size, lacked statistical power</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** ABC, aging and body composition; CAD, coronary artery disease; CHD, coronary heart disease; CVD, cardiovascular disease; CI, confidence interval; HR, hazard ratio; MI, myocardial infarction; MUFA, monounsaturated fatty acid; n, sample size; NHANES, National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey; NHANES I Epidemiologic Follow-Up Study; PUFA, polyunsaturated fatty acid; RR, relative risk; T2DM, type 2 diabetes mellitus.
and 1.49 (95% CI: 0.88–2.52; $P$-trend=0.08). For personal use only.

Egg consumption was measured using a food frequency questionnaire (FFQ) at baseline and every 24 months, and consumption status was classified in five groups: <1, 1–2, 4, 5–6, and ≥7 eggs per week. Incident CHD (including nonfatal myocardial infarction [MI] or fatal CHD) and stroke (as reported by participants and confirmed by review of medical records) were examined. Their secondary analysis of 5,309 subjects with diabetes (sample size as reported at baseline) showed that egg consumption is associated with increased risk of CHD among diabetics. The relative risk (RR) for CHD among diabetics consuming ≥1 egg per day compared with those consuming <1 egg per week was 2.02 (95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.05–3.87; $P$-trend=0.04) and 1.49 (95% CI: 0.88–2.52; $P$-trend=0.008) for men and women, respectively.

Tanasescu et al examined data from a prospective cohort study of 5,672 women with T2DM and found a significant association between CVD risk and dietary cholesterol, even after adjustment for other dietary fats.$^{46}$ The subjects were aged 30–55 years at enrollment and had an average follow up of 10 years. Dietary cholesterol, total fat, saturated fat, polyunsaturated fatty acid (PUFA) monounsaturated fatty acid (MUFA), etc., were measured via FFQ at baseline and at follow up every 2 years. The study subjects were classified by quintile of dietary cholesterol intakes, and Cox proportional hazard models were used to estimate the RR for CVD associated with cholesterol intake. The analysis was repeated using cholesterol intake as a continuous variable, ie, the RR associated with each dietary cholesterol increase of 200 mg/1,000 kcal, an equivalent of dietary cholesterol from one egg. The subjects’ diabetic status was determined based on a report of physician diagnosis of diabetes mellitus, the RR for CAD associated with >6 eggs per week relative to <1 egg per week was 1.9 (95% CI: 1.0–3.5). No association was detected between egg consumption and risk of stroke.

Djoussé and Gaziano analyzed data from a prospective study of 21,327 male health professionals, aged 40–86 years, who had an average follow up of 20 years.$^{22}$ Egg consumption was measured using a FFQ, with a question on the “average frequency of consumption of eggs during past year” at baseline and every 24 months. Egg consumption status was classified in five groups: <1, 1, 2–4, 5–6, and ≥7 eggs per week. The study outcome measure was incident MI, stroke (as reported by participants and confirmed by review of medical records), or death. Secondary analyses investigating the association among subjects with diabetes found a statistically significant association between egg consumption and all-cause mortality but not for MI or stroke. The HRs for MI and stroke among diabetics consuming ≥7 eggs per week compared with those consuming <1 egg per week were 1.06 (95% CI: 0.43–2.63; $P$-trend=0.97) and 1.83 (95% CI: 0.71–4.23; $P$-trend=0.52), respectively.

Scafford et al used data from a nationally representative prospective cohort study of 6,833 men and 8,113 women, aged ≥17 years at enrollment with an average follow up of 8.9 years (women) and 8.8 years (men), to investigate the association between egg consumption and death from stroke or CHD.$^{16}$ Egg consumption in the past 30 days was measured via FFQ at baseline and expressed in g/day. All-cause death and CVD death were the main study outcomes. The estimated hazard ratio (HR) for CVD mortality for an increase of daily egg consumption of 10 g/day was 1.54 (95% CI: 1.20–1.97).

An analysis of a prospective cohort study by Qureshi et al of 9,734 men and women, aged between 25–74 years at enrollment, who had an average follow up of 15.9 years, found a twofold increase in CAD or MI risk among diabetics (men and women combined) who consumed more than 6 eggs per week.$^{14}$ Egg consumption was measured via FFQ at baseline, and subjects were classified in three groups: <1, 1–6, and ≥7 times per week (The study reported these intervals as “eggs per week”; however, the question in the FFQ used by the study expressed intake as “times per week”, not “eggs per week”). The main study outcomes were hospitalization or death from stroke and CAD. In the secondary analysis of 349 subjects who had reported a physician diagnosis of diabetes mellitus, the RR for CAD associated with >6 eggs per week relative to <1 egg per week was 1.9 (95% CI: 1.0–3.5). No association was detected between egg consumption and risk of stroke.

Trichopoulou et al conducted a prospective cohort study of 1,013 diabetic Greek adults treated with antidiabetic drugs.$^{38}$ The subject’s diabetic status was ascertained by self-report and presentation of information on antidiabetic drug use. The average follow up was 4.5 years (range 2–114 months). Egg consumption was measured via FFQ at baseline and expressed in g/day. All-cause death and CVD death were the main study outcomes. The estimated hazard ratio (HR) for CVD mortality for an increase of daily egg consumption of 10 g/day was 1.54 (95% CI: 1.20–1.97).

An analysis of a prospective cohort study by Qureshi et al of 9,734 men and women, aged between 25–74 years at enrollment, who had an average follow up of 15.9 years, found a twofold increase in CAD or MI risk among diabetics (men and women combined) who consumed more than 6 eggs per week.$^{14}$ Egg consumption was measured via FFQ at baseline, and subjects were classified in three groups: <1, 1–6, and ≥7 times per week (The study reported these intervals as “eggs per week”; however, the question in the FFQ used by the study expressed intake as “times per week”, not “eggs per week”). The main study outcomes were hospitalization or death from stroke and CAD. In the secondary analysis of 349 subjects who had reported a physician diagnosis of diabetes mellitus, the RR for CAD associated with >6 eggs per week relative to <1 egg per week was 1.9 (95% CI: 1.0–3.5). No association was detected between egg consumption and risk of stroke.

Djoussé and Gaziano analyzed data from a prospective study of 21,327 male health professionals, aged 40–86 years, who had an average follow up of 20 years.$^{22}$ Egg consumption was measured using a FFQ, with a question on the “average frequency of consumption of eggs during past year” at baseline and every 24 months. Egg consumption status was classified in five groups: <1, 1, 2–4, 5–6, and ≥7 eggs per week. The study outcome measure was incident MI, stroke (as reported by participants and confirmed by review of medical records), or death. Secondary analyses investigating the association among subjects with diabetes found a statistically significant association between egg consumption and all-cause mortality but not for MI or stroke. The HRs for MI and stroke among diabetics consuming ≥7 eggs per week compared with those consuming <1 egg per week were 1.06 (95% CI: 0.43–2.63; $P$-trend=0.97) and 1.83 (95% CI: 0.71–4.23; $P$-trend=0.52), respectively.

Scafford et al used data from a nationally representative prospective cohort study of 6,833 men and 8,113 women, aged ≥17 years at enrollment with an average follow up of 8.9 years (women) and 8.8 years (men), to investigate the association between egg consumption and death from stroke or CHD.$^{16}$ Egg consumption in the past 30 days was measured via FFQ at baseline and expressed in g/day. All-cause death and CVD death were the main study outcomes. The estimated hazard ratio (HR) for CVD mortality for an increase of daily egg consumption of 10 g/day was 1.54 (95% CI: 1.20–1.97).
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(≥7 eggs/week) among diabetics. The subjects’ diabetes status was determined by self-report of diabetes diagnosis.

Houston et al conducted a prospective study of 1,941 older adults aged 70–79 years who participated in the Health, Aging, and Body Composition Study and who had an average follow up of 9 years. Egg consumption was measured using a FFQ, and consumption status was classified into three groups: <1, 1–2, and ≥3 times per week. Incident CVD (confirmed nonfatal MI or stroke from hospital records and coronary deaths) was the study outcome measure. Secondary analyses of 341 diabetics found a statistically significant association between egg consumption and CVD risk. Among diabetics consuming eggs ≥3 times per week compared with those consuming eggs <1 time per week, the HR was 5.02 (95% CI: 1.63–15.51; P-trend<0.05). The subjects’ diabetes status was determined using a combination of self-report, medication use, and FPG ≥6.99 mmol/L.

Like most epidemiologic investigations, these studies have their strengths and limitations. Large cohorts and long period of follow up, with the exception of the Trichopoulou et al study, are the main strengths of these studies. Study limitations included a lack of control for well-established dietary confounders. Hu et al controlled for some dietary confounders but did not include, for example, whole grain or fruit and vegetable intakes; they also did not explain how the subjects’ diabetic status was ascertained, and their study population (health professionals and nurses) may not be representative of the general population. The Tanasescu et al study population of nurses may not be representative of the general population of women, and dietary cholesterol, rather than egg consumption, was examined in this study. The Trichopoulou et al study had several limitations, including the lack of consideration for important dietary factors (eg, total fat, saturated fat, PUFA, MUFA), relatively short follow up, and ascertainment of T2DM status based on self-reports and currently taking anti-diabetic drugs. The Qureshi et al study population is representative of the general population; however, the study failed to control for potential dietary confounders and relied on self-report of diabetic status. The Djousse and Gaziano study also did not control for dietary confounders, including fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, whole grain and fruit intake; its study population (physicians) may not be representative of the general male population; and the study did not identify how T2DM status was ascertained. The Houston et al study’s strength included ascertainment of T2DM status; however, it did not control for other dietary confounders, including fat, MUFA, and PUFA, and the study population was relatively older than the general US population. A study population representative of the general population and control for dietary confounders were among the main study strengths in the Scrafford et al study; however, the estimates of dietary confounders were based on short-term dietary recall, the number of diabetic cases was small, and T2DM status was based on self-report.

In general, there are several inconsistencies between these studies that present significant challenges in conducting a meta-analysis, including:

- Outcome definition: some studies defined the outcome as CVD, others defined the outcomes as stroke, CHD, and/or MI; further, some studies evaluated CVD mortality, while others evaluated CVD and mortality
- Measurement of exposure (egg consumption): some studies measured egg amount in g/day, others measured number of eggs per week or times per week, and some used cholesterol intake instead of eggs. There were differences in categories of egg consumption for which HRs were reported. Further, it is unclear whether eggs in mixed dishes were accounted for in these studies
- Differences in how T2DM status was ascertained
- Inconsistent reporting of diabetes treatment: some studies excluded T2DM who were taking insulin, but it is not clear whether or not this was the case for all studies
- Differences in control for confounding variables
- Differences in follow-up time.

Despite these limitations, three meta-analyses quantifying the association between egg consumption and CVD risks among diabetics have been published. Rong et al investigated the potential dose–response association between egg consumption and risk of CHD and stroke among the general population using data from four studies, and among diabetics subjects in a subgroup analysis using three studies. Based on a summary risk estimate comparing the highest with the lowest egg consumption, Rong et al reported a significant increased risk of CHD (RR =1.54 [95% CI: 1.14–2.09]), a borderline significant reduction in risk for hemorrhagic stroke (RR =0.75 [95% CI: 0.57–0.99]), and no association between egg intake and ischemic (RR =0.91 [95% CI: 0.82–1.01]) or total stroke (RR =0.80 [95% CI: 0.29–2.15]). In another subgroup analysis of diabetics by Li et al, risk estimates comparing the highest with the lowest egg consumption categories were pooled from five studies and resulted in a significantly higher overall risk of CVD among diabetics (RR =1.83 [95% CI: 1.42–2.37]). Finally, in a meta-analysis of prospective cohort studies, Shin et al estimated a pooled HR of 1.69 (95% CI: 1.09–2.62) for incident CVD among diabetics,
based on five studies. In light of the above identified inconsistencies between the studies and potential challenges for conducting a meta-analysis, we noted that the study inclusion or exclusion criteria were not clear or consistent among the three published meta-analyses. For example, Shin et al excluded the female cohort from the Hu et al study, for whom there was not a significant association observed (RR of CVD in diabetes patients when comparing high with low egg consumption was 1.49 [95% CI: 0.88–2.52]), while the male cohort was included (RR =2.02 [95% CI: 1.05–3.88]). In contrast, Li et al included the Hu et al female cohort and assigned this cohort the second highest weight. All three meta-analyses were limited to a small number of observational studies, and the results in diabetics should be interpreted with caution. In conclusion, while these meta-analyses aim to fill the knowledge gap surrounding egg consumption and CVD in patients with diabetes, the limitations in the analysis and underlying data need to be considered before drawing any broad conclusions.

**Egg consumption and diabetes risk**

A small number of recent studies have been conducted to evaluate the direct relationship between egg consumption and diabetes risk. Nine of these studies evaluated egg consumption, and two evaluated dietary patterns that included eggs. Five of the nine studies (one study contains two investigations within one publication) found a statistically significant association between diabetes risk and egg consumption. Shi et al found a significant association among women but not among men, while Ericson et al observed a significant association among men but not women. Two studies did not find a statistically significant association, but one referred to the older age of the study population and their lower egg intake, while the other was based on self-reported diabetes and therefore, may have had significant reporting bias in the measurement of the outcome. A third study also reported no association between egg consumption and T2DM, comparing the highest versus the lowest quartile of egg consumption (<4 eggs/week vs >1 egg/week) after adjusting for confounders (odds ratio [OR] =0.7 [95% CI: 0.3–1.7]), among 15,956 subjects in a Mediterranean cohort. However, the text of the full article is in Spanish, and therefore, this study was excluded from further evaluation. Two studies found significant associations between dietary scores representing dietary patterns that included egg consumption and T2DM, while Ericson et al observed a significant association between overall protein intake and risk of T2DM. Summary of the three studies are in Table 2 and are briefly described here.

Djoussé et al used data collected on 20,703 male physicians and 36,295 female health professionals from two completed randomized trials, The Physicians’ Health Study and the Women’s Health Study, respectively, to assess the association between egg consumption and T2DM risk. The mean ages at enrollment were 53.5 and 54.5 years, with average follow up of 20 and 11.7 years for men and women, respectively. Egg consumption was measured using a FFQ at baseline for both men and women and every 24 months for men, and subjects were classified into six intake groups: no egg, <1, 1–2, 2–4, 5–6, and ≥7 eggs per week. T2DM status was obtained based on self-report for men, and self-report together with validation using telephone interviews, supplemental questionnaires, and review of medical records for women. A secondary analysis stratified subjects by hypercholesterolemia and, for women, energy from carbohydrates. The study concluded that consumption of at least one egg per day was significantly associated with an increased risk of T2DM. The HR for ≥7 eggs per week was 1.58 (95% CI: 1.25–2.01) and 1.77 (95% CI: 1.28–2.43) for men and women, respectively compared with those reporting no egg consumption.

Djoussé et al conducted a prospective study to assess the association between egg consumption and the incidence of T2DM among older adults. The mean age at enrollment was 73.2 years for men and was 72.1 years for women, and the average follow up was 11.3 years. Egg consumption was measured via FFQ, and subjects were classified into one of five intake categories: never, <1/month, 1–3/month, 1–4/week, and almost every day. T2DM status was determined based on the use of antidiabetic drugs or FPG levels. Cox proportional hazard models were used to compute the HR for T2DM associated with egg consumption. The analysis did not detect an increased risk of T2DM with consumption of eggs. The HR (CI) for T2DM for subjects consuming eggs almost daily (reference group: nonconsumers) was 1.81 (95% CI: 0.77–4.22) for men and was 0.38 (95% CI: 0.10–1.37) for women.

In a population-based prospective cohort study in Sweden, Ericson et al examined the relationship between the components of dietary macronutrient intake and T2DM. Data were included from 27,140 individuals aged 45–74 years, with a mean follow up of 12 years, in the Malmö Diet and Cancer Cohort. Egg intake was assessed using an interview-based, modified 7-day diet history method combining a diary with a 168-item semiquantitative food-frequency questionnaire. There were 1,709 incident cases of T2DM identified over 320,703 person-years of follow up, from
Table 2 Epidemiological studies on egg consumption and diabetes risk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Design and sample size</th>
<th>Exposure metric</th>
<th>Outcome measure</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Djousse et al[^10]</td>
<td>Physicians’ Health Study 1: males, 40–85 years; Women’s Health Study: females, ≥45 years at enrollment</td>
<td>Prospective cohort. N=20,703 males and 36,295 females</td>
<td>Usual egg intake; six groups: 0, &lt;1, 1, 2–4, 5–6, and ≥7 eggs per week</td>
<td>Incidence of self-reported T2DM</td>
<td>≥1 egg/day increases the risk of developing T2DM. ≥7 eggs/week associated with HR of: 1.58 (95% CI 1.25–2.01) (men), 1.77 (95% CI 1.28–2.43) (women)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djousse et al[^11]</td>
<td>Cardiovascular Health Study, randomly selected Caucasian men and women ≥65 years</td>
<td>Prospective cohort. N=3,898</td>
<td>Usual egg intake; five groups: never, ≤1/month, 1–3/month, 1–4/week, and almost every day</td>
<td>Incidence of T2DM (use of insulin, oral hypoglycemic agents, FPG &gt;7.0 mmol/L or nonfasting PG &gt;11.1 mmol/L)</td>
<td>No association between egg consumption or dietary cholesterol and risk of T2DM (P-trend=0.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ericsson et al[^12]</td>
<td>Malmo Diet and Cancer Cohort, men and women 45–74 years</td>
<td>Prospective cohort. N=27,140</td>
<td>Usual egg intake; egg intake quintiles (g/day) based on consumption diaries</td>
<td>Incidence of T2DM (FPG &gt;7.0 mmol/L or ≥2 HbA1C values &gt;6%)</td>
<td>Intakes in highest quintile of egg intake increases risk of T2DM (HR =1.41; P-trend=0.02). Diets high in protein also associated with increased risk of T2DM (HR =1.27; 1.08–1.49; P-trend=0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shi et al[^13]</td>
<td>Sample from National Nutrition and Health Survey (2002), Jiaingsu Province, Eastern China, adults ≥20 years</td>
<td>Cross-sectional study. N=1,108 males and 1,541 females</td>
<td>Egg intake; three groups: ≤2 eggs/week, 2–6 eggs/week, and ≥1 egg/day</td>
<td>Incidence of T2DM (FPG &gt;7.0 mmol/L)</td>
<td>Intake of ≥1 egg/day increases the risk of developing T2DM. Intake of ≥7 eggs/week OR: 2.01 (95% CI 0.73–5.55) for men, and 2.90 (95% CI 1.08–7.84) for women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agrawal and Ebrahim[^14]</td>
<td>Sample from India’s third National Family Health Survey (2005–2006), men and women 20–49 years</td>
<td>Cross-sectional study. N=56,742 males and 99,574 females</td>
<td>Usual egg intake; three groups: occasionally/never, weekly, and daily</td>
<td>Self-reported diabetes</td>
<td>No increased odds of diabetes with increasing egg consumption, in men or women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radzevičienė et al[^15]</td>
<td>Lithuanian subjects from an outpatient clinic Cases: 35–86 years with confirmed T2DM Controls: sex-/age-matched</td>
<td>Case control study. N=234 cases; 468 controls</td>
<td>Egg intake using a special survey: &lt;1, 1–1.9, 2–2.9, 3–4.9, and ≥5 eggs/week</td>
<td>T2DM cases confirmed based on WHO criteria</td>
<td>Increased T2DM risk related to egg consumption. ≥5 eggs/week had threefold greater risk than &lt;1 egg/week (OR =3.02; 1.14–7.98; P-trend=0.003).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qiu et al: Alpha study[^16]</td>
<td>Cases: women with diagnosed GDM Controls: women who remained normotensive and did not develop GDM</td>
<td>Case control study. N=185 cases; 411 controls</td>
<td>Usual egg intake (3 months preconception and first trimester); six groups: 0–1, 2–3, 4–6, 7–9, and ≥10/week; Two groups: &lt;7 and ≥7 eggs/week</td>
<td>GDM (3-hour glucose tolerance test cut points according to the National Diabetes Data Group Criteria)</td>
<td>High egg and cholesterol intakes before and during pregnancy are associated with increased risk of GDM. Consuming ≥7 eggs/week compared with &lt;7 eggs/week OR: 2.65 (95% CI 1.48–4.72)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qiu et al: Omega study[^17]</td>
<td>Women recruited from prenatal care clinics associated with Swedish Medical Center and Tacoma General Hospital in Seattle and Tacoma, Washington State</td>
<td>Prospective cohort. N=3,158</td>
<td>Usual egg intake (3 months preconception and first trimester); six groups: 0–1, 2–3, 4–6, 7–9, and ≥10/week; Two groups: &lt;7 and ≥7 eggs/week</td>
<td>Incidence of GDM (FPG ≥5.3 mmol/L; postchallenge glucose concentration ≥10.0 mmol/L [1-hour], ≥8.6 mmol/L [2-hour], or ≥7.8 mmol/L [3-hour])</td>
<td>Egg and cholesterol intakes before and during pregnancy associated with increased risk of GDM. Consumption of ≥7 eggs/week RR: 1.77 (95% CI 1.19–2.63)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
national registries requiring a physician’s diagnosis, according to the criteria of FPG $\geq 7.0$ mmol/L, fasting whole blood glucose $\geq 6.1$ mmol/L measured at two different occasions, or at least two HbA1C values $>6.0\%$. Cox proportional hazard regression models were used to estimate the HRs of T2DM with quintiles of daily egg intake (grams). Higher quintiles of egg intake were associated with an increased risk of T2DM ($HR = 1.21; 95\% CI: 1.04–1.41; P\text{-trend}=0.02$) among the total population, in multivariate modeling. When the analysis was stratified by sex and controlled for all factors including body mass index (BMI), the association in women was not significant. The association in men was only significant among the highest quintile of egg consumers ($HR = 1.32; 95\% CI: 1.07–1.63$), but the increasing trend was borderline significant ($P\text{-trend}=0.05$). The researchers also found a significant association between protein intake and T2DM among the total population ($HR = 1.27; 95\% CI: 1.08–1.49$), but the association only remained significant among women in the sex-stratified analysis ($HR = 1.30; 95\% CI: 1.03–1.64; P\text{-trend}=0.07$).

Radzevičienė et al conducted a case-control study to examine the role of eggs and T2DM risk among Lithuanian subjects. The study was carried out at an outpatient clinic and included 234 cases, aged 35–86 years, with a newly confirmed diagnosis of T2DM according to WHO criteria. A total of 468 controls (sex- and ±5 years age-matched) were also recruited from the same clinic. Egg intake was obtained using a special questionnaire (details not provided). Conditional logistic regression was used to evaluate the OR for T2DM in relation to egg consumption. The multivariate analysis showed that the risk of T2DM increased among subjects who consumed $\geq 5$ eggs/week compared with subjects eating $<1$ egg/week (OR = 3.02; 95\% CI: 1.14–7.98).

Qiu et al reported on two studies assessing the association between risk of gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) and maternal egg consumption. The first study, the Omega study, was a prospective study of 3,158 women obtaining prenatal care. The mean age at enrollment was 32.7 years, and egg consumption in the 3 months preconception and during the first pregnancy trimester was measured via FFQ. Subjects were classified in six groups: 0, $\leq 1$, 2–3, 4–6, 7–9, and $\geq 10$ eggs per week. The analysis was repeated using two egg consumption categories: $<7$ and $\geq 7$ eggs per week. The study outcome was GDM, defined based on FPG levels and oral glucose tolerance test. Generalized linear models using a log-link function were used to estimate the RR for the association of GDM with maternal egg consumption. The models were adjusted for total energy, age, race/ethnicity,
prepregnancy BMI, physical activity, intake of meat, fiber, vitamin C, and saturated fat. Other factors (smoking, family history of diabetes, daily fruit, vegetable, and cholesterol intake) were investigated and found not to affect the association between maternal egg intake and GDM and were not included in the final model. The RR for the association of GDM with a maternal egg consumption of ≥10 eggs per week (reference group: nonconsumers) was 2.52 (95% CI: 1.11–5.72; \( P \)-trend=0.008). In the analysis using a dichotomized classification of egg consumption, the RR for the association of GDM with ≥7 eggs per week was 1.77 (95% CI: 1.19–2.63).

The second study reported by Qiu et al, the Alpha Study, was a case-control study designed primarily to examine the epidemiology of preeclampsia, but the study also recruited women with GDM. A total of 185 GDM cases were included. The controls included 411 study subjects who did not develop GDM and remained normotensive. The mean age for the cases was 32.9 years, and for the controls, the mean age was 31.5 years. Egg consumption was measured via FFQ (including portion sizes), assessing dietary intake in the three months preconception and during pregnancy. Subjects were classified in six groups: 0, ≤1, 2–3, 4–6, 7–9, and ≥10 eggs per week. GDMM was assessed via a 3-hour glucose tolerance test. Multivariate logistic regression models were used to estimate the OR for GDM and egg consumption. The models were adjusted for the following confounders: total energy, age, race/ethnicity, prepregnancy BMI, physical activity, smoking, family history of diabetes, intake of meat, fiber, vitamin C, and saturated fat. The analysis was repeated using two egg-consumption categories: <7 and ≥7 eggs per week. The primary analyses detected a significant increased risk of GDM with consumption of eggs. The OR for GDM associated with consumption of eggs was 2.76 (95% CI: 1.03–7.43; \( P \)-trend=0.005). In the analysis using a dichotomized classification of egg consumption, the OR for GDM associated with ≥7 eggs per week was 2.65 (95% CI: 1.48–4.72).

Shi et al conducted a cross-sectional study of 1,308 men and 1,541 women, aged ≥20 years, from a nationally representative sample in Jiangsu, People’s Republic of China. Egg consumption was measured via a FFQ, with estimated portion sizes, and subjects were classified in three intake groups: ≤2 eggs/week, 2–6 eggs/week, and ≥1 eggs/day. Incident T2DM was based on FPG >7.0 mmol/L. Logistic regression models were used to compute the OR for the association of T2DM with egg consumption, with adjustment for the following confounders: age, energy intake, education, smoking, sedentary activity, family history of diabetes, and BMI. A statistically significant increased risk of T2DM with consumption of egg, for women and for the total population, was found; the increase in men was not statistically significant. The OR associated with intake of ≥1 eggs/day was 2.01 (95% CI: 0.73–5.55; \( P \)-trend=0.335) for men and was 2.90 (95% CI: 1.08–7.84; \( P \)-trend=0.033) for women.

In a cross-sectional study of 99,574 women and 56,742 men aged 20–49 years, from India’s third National Family Health Survey (NFHS-3) (2005–2006), Agrawal and Ebrahim examined the distribution of self-reported diabetes and its association with modifiable risk factors.44 Egg consumption was categorized as daily, weekly, occasionally, or never, based on the response to the question “How often do you yourself consume eggs?”.44 For purposes of analysis, the occasional/never egg consumers were grouped together and used as the reference group. In a crude analysis, there was an increased odds of diabetes among the weekly and daily egg consumers, but this association was no longer significant after the adjustment for age; socioeconomic status; BMI; activity level; smoking; and dietary factors, including milk, fruit/vegetables, pulses/beans, fish, meat/chicken, and alcohol consumption (OR for daily vs occasionally/never egg consumption was 1.06 [95% CI: 0.90–1.26] and 1.11 [95% CI: 0.93–1.31] for women and men, respectively).

Liese et al investigated the association between plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1), fibrinogen, and T2DM (based on 2-hour glucose levels) and dietary patterns, in a prospective study of 880 subjects, aged 40–69 years, with normal or impaired glucose tolerance.43 The average follow up was 5.2 years. Usual intakes were assessed via a 1-year semiquantitative FFQ. Dietary patterns were derived using reduced-rank regression, and logistic regression was used to model T2DM versus diet scores. The models included the following confounders: age, sex, race, clinic, parental history of diabetes, glucose tolerance status at baseline, energy expenditure, smoking, energy intake, insulin sensitivity, acute insulin response, and BMI. The analysis identified a food pattern predictive of T2DM that was characterized by a high intake of red meat, low-fiber bread and cereal, dried beans, fried potatoes, tomato, vegetables, eggs, cheese, and cottage cheese, and a low intake of wine. The OR for the association of T2DM with the fourth quartile of the food pattern score (reference group: first quartile) was 4.51 (95% CI: 1.60–12.69; \( P \)-trend=0.0173).

Imamura et al investigated the association between T2DM (based on antidiabetes drug use or a FPG ≥126 mg/dL) and...
dietary patterns in a prospective study of 2,879 subjects (mean age 54.2 years) from the Framingham Offspring Study.45 The study follow-up period was 7 years. Usual intakes were assessed via a FFQ. Dietary patterns were derived using reduced-rank regression, and multivariate Cox proportional hazard regression models were used to estimate the HR for T2DM associated with quartiles of the dietary pattern scores. The models included the following confounders: age, sex, parental history of diabetes, treatment for elevated blood pressure (BP), caloric intake, and weight change. Scores associated with dietary patterns from three studies (the Nurses’ Health Study, the European Prospective Investigation into Cancer, and the Whitehall II study) were used in this study. The dietary patterns predictive of T2DM were not consistent across the studies. High intakes of soft drinks, meat and processed meat, and refined grains were common components of all scores. Eggs, French-fried potatoes, and alcohol were predictive in some but not others. The strongest association found was based on the food pattern score identified by the Nurses’ Health Study, for which the HR for T2DM for continuous increase of the dietary pattern score was 1.44 (95% CI: 1.25–1.66), and the HR for the association of T2DM with the fourth quartile of the food pattern score (reference group: first quartile) was 4.14 (95% CI: 2.45–6.99).

As expected, these studies have strengths and limitations. The Djoussé et al study strengths included its large cohort and long follow up; however, the study had several limitations, including a study population that may not be representative of the general US population and the lack of control for potential dietary confounders (ie, intake of fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, whole grains, carbohydrates, fruit and vegetables, and, in the men’s data analyses, family history of diabetes).40 The study population was relatively older and had low reported egg consumption.41

The Shi et al and Agrawal and Ebrahim studies included a relatively large sample; however, both studies were cross sectional and did not adjust for several variables found to be associated with egg consumption, including: protein, fat, and carbohydrate intake or other dietary factors known to be associated with diabetes, eg, saturated fat intake.42,44 Shi et al also did not adjust for active commuting, residence, or income.42 Further, the Agrawal and Ebrahim study was based on self-report of diabetes, with no physician’s confirmation of diagnosis.44 The Radzveičienė et al study was a small case-control study with several limitations, including the lack of accounting for other dietary factors and reliance on self-reported intake obtained from a questionnaire of unknown quality.63

The Qiu et al studies evaluated the risk of GDM, rather than T2DM. These studies had relatively large sample sizes but did not adjust for dietary cholesterol (from sources other than eggs) or several other dietary variables that were significantly associated with egg consumption (eg, whole grain, PUFA, MUFA, and n-3 fatty acid intake in the Omega study; or parity, history of hypertension, family history of hypertension, and intakes of cholesterol from sources other than eggs, PUFA, MUFA, trans fat, n-3 fatty acids, and fruit intake, in the Alpha study).44

The study by Ericson et al analyzed data from a large study with long follow up and benefited from highly validated dietary methods and the ability to exclude individuals with reported dietary changes in the past. The multivariate models used in the study were adjusted for potential dietary confounders, including fiber-rich bread and cereals, fruit and vegetables, and fat intake but did not include an adjustment for dietary cholesterol intake from sources other than meat and eggs. However, the authors noted that the marginal significance observed between egg consumption and T2DM may have been due to limitations in the statistical power, especially in the sex-stratified analyses.65

The Leise et al and Imamura et al studies used a multifactorial approach for defining risk factors; however, the HRs were derived for diet pattern scores, not necessarily for specific foods, and thus could not be used to express the excess risk of T2DM associated with increased egg consumption.45,46 In addition, the Imamura et al study used dietary patterns extracted from other studies and found inconsistencies in the composition of these patterns across studies, in particular with respect to the contribution of eggs to the pattern scores.45

Overall, the following inconsistencies between these studies present significant challenges for conducting a meta-analysis and limit the interpretation of results:

- Differences in study design: some were case-control studies, while others were prospective cohort studies
- Outcome differences: the outcome in the two Qiu et al studies was GDM, while the other studies focused on T2DM
- Differences in how T2DM was measured: some studies relied on self-reports, others relied on self-reports and follow-up questionnaires, while still others required actual confirmation based on FPG
- Difference in the “exposure” variable: eight of the studies modeled the association between T2DM and eggs directly and two of the studies (Imamura et al43 and Liese et al45)
investigated the association of dietary scores representing dietary patterns (which included eggs) and T2DM

- Difference in the age of the study populations
- Difference with respect to the other diabetes risk factors they controlled for
- Difference in follow-up time.

Despite these limitations, Li et al\textsuperscript{17} and Shin et al\textsuperscript{19} quantified the risk of T2DM associated with egg consumption as part of the meta-analyses of prospective cohort studies described previously. Both sets of analyses showed a significant increased risk of T2DM when comparing the highest (\(\geq 1\) egg/day) to the lowest (<1 egg/week or never) category of egg consumption. Pooled incident risk estimates ranged from 1.42 (95\% CI: 1.09–1.86) based on five cohorts\textsuperscript{19} to 1.68 (95\% CI: 1.41–2.00) based on seven cohorts.\textsuperscript{71} Again, the underlying data and methodology in the individual cohorts included in these meta-analyses need to be considered as well as the limited number of available studies upon which these conclusions are based.

### Biomarkers of CHD/diabetes risk factors and egg consumption

The published literature on the role of dietary cholesterol from both egg and non-egg sources and biomarkers of CHD risk, such as lipoproteins, among healthy individuals is extensive and has previously been reviewed. The overall evidence from human studies has documented the lack of effect of dietary cholesterol on lipoprotein levels among healthy individuals.\textsuperscript{72,73} On the other hand, while there is a possibility that diabetics transport cholesterol differently than healthy individuals, providing a possible explanation for the apparent observed association between egg consumption and CHD risk among diabetics,\textsuperscript{21} the biological mechanism underlying this relationship remains elusive. In the current review, we conducted a focused literature search to identify experimental studies that examined whether egg consumption is associated with alterations in the biomarkers of CVD risk among diabetics or subjects with CHD/T2DM risk factors, such as MetS and/or insulin resistance.

A limited number of studies were found, including six studies that were conducted on diabetics (Table 3). Of these six studies, eggs were the primary sources of dietary cholesterol in three of the studies.\textsuperscript{47–49} In the trial conducted by Arora et al, no statistical significant change in serum total cholesterol, HDL, LDL, or triglycerides (TAG) was found, within and across the study groups of healthy controls and Type I and II diabetic subjects, after a single dose of 800 mg egg cholesterol.\textsuperscript{47} The Romano et al trial found a significant increase in LDL and ratio of LDL/HDL in Type I diabetics when fed with 800 mg egg cholesterol over a period of 3 weeks.\textsuperscript{48} On the contrary, the Pearce et al trial found statistically significant decreases in weight, total cholesterol, TAG, non-HDL-C, apolipoprotein B, HbA1C, FPG, insulin, and BP among T2DM patients after 12 weeks of hypoenergetic high-protein diets with either low or high cholesterol (from egg supplementation).\textsuperscript{49} Eggs were also part of a diet (the “Paleolithic diet”) in two studies conducted on T2DM subjects.\textsuperscript{50,51} In the Lindeberg et al trial, T2DM subjects on a Paleolithic diet had better improvement in FPG than did those on a Mediterranean diet.\textsuperscript{51} Similarly, T2DM subjects in the Jönsson et al trial who were on a Paleolithic diet also had lower HbA1C, TAG, diastolic BP, weight, BMI, waist circumference (WC), and higher HDL-C than did those on the diabetes diet.\textsuperscript{50} In the trial by Taggart et al, extremely high doses of cholesterol (1 g/day and not from egg sources) were given to T2DM subjects.\textsuperscript{58} Following the challenge, there was a tenfold increase in very low-density lipoprotein (VLDL) and apolipoprotein B48 in diabetic subjects compared with a threefold increase in healthy controls.

There were six experimental trials that were conducted on nondiabetic individuals who had risk factors for CHD/T2DM (Table 4). Of these six studies, the study by Knopp et al was conducted on hypercholesterolemic or combined hyperlipidemic subjects who were fed either 2 eggs a day or egg substitutes for 12 weeks.\textsuperscript{52} This study found that in the egg-fed group, LDL-C significantly increased among hyperlipidemic subjects; however, HDL-C was also significantly increased among both the hypercholesterolemic and combined hyperlipidemic subjects. In another study by Knopp et al conducted on insulin sensitive, insulin resistant (IR), obese IR and lean IR subjects, it was found that feeding 4 eggs a day for 1 month led to statistically significant increases in LDL-C in insulin sensitive and IR subjects and statistically significant increases in HDL-C in insulin sensitive, IR, and obese IR subjects.\textsuperscript{53} The trial by Tannock et al found increases relative to baseline in C-reactive protein (CRP), serum amyloid A (SAA), and non-HDL-C among lean IR subjects after 1 month of feeding of 4 eggs a day.\textsuperscript{54} One study (Mutungi et al) was conducted on male subjects, some with MetS at baseline, and found no differences in serum lipids among the subjects who were fed either 3 whole eggs a day or egg substitute for 12 weeks.\textsuperscript{55} Another study by Amini et al, albeit cross-sectional in nature, was conducted on 425 individuals with impaired glucose tolerance in which egg intake was evaluated as part of a Western dietary pattern.\textsuperscript{57} This study found the Western dietary pattern to be associated with greater odds of having...
an increase in TAG and BP. Four articles reported on a randomized, single-blind, placebo-controlled, parallel-designed 12-week dietary intervention study, in 37 adults aged 30–70 years with MetS on a carbohydrate-restricted diet (<30% energy) fed either 3 whole eggs/day (the “EGG” group, N=20) compared with a yolk-free egg substitute (the “SUB” group, N=17). Andersen et al found a reduction in the HDL-TAG content and an increase in the macrophage cholesterol efflux in the EGG group compared with the SUB group, among subjects with normal baseline HDL-C. Results of this intervention trial further reported increases in HDL-C and large HDL particles and a reduction in VLDL and medium VLDL particles in the EGG compared with the SUB group (P<0.05), along with reductions in markers of inflammation (SAA and plasma tumor necrosis factor [TNF]-α). Blesso et al also reported overall reductions in

Table 3 Clinical studies on CHD risk factors and egg consumption among diabetics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Design, aim, and sample size</th>
<th>Treatment and duration</th>
<th>Outcome measures</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arora et al</td>
<td>Single dietary challenge to study lipoprotein profile following egg cholesterol challenge; n=13 controls, n=10 diabetes patients</td>
<td>One feeding of 800 mg of cholesterol derived from egg and 150 mL sweetened milk</td>
<td>Serum TC, HDL, LDL, and TAG</td>
<td>No SS changes detected within groups or across study groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taggart et al</td>
<td>Dietary intervention to study relationship between fasting and postprandial intestine-derived atherogenic Apo A48 in T2DM subjects; n=10 cases, n=10 controls</td>
<td>Test meal with 1 g added cholesterol. Egg yolk was not used as a source of cholesterol. Two single meals given 1 week apart</td>
<td>Serum VLDL, LDL, chylomicron, blood glucose, HbA1C, and insulin</td>
<td>A tenfold increase in VLDL Apo B48 in diabetics compared with a threefold increase in controls (P&lt;0.001) postchallenge. VLDL Apo B100 similar between groups following challenge. Accounting for E3/E3 genotype did not change results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romano et al</td>
<td>Double-blind, randomized placebo control, sequential crossover study of the effects of cholesterol supplementation on plasma lipid lipoprotein subclasses in normolipidemic type I diabetics. N=10 patients, n=11 controls</td>
<td>Cholesterol supplementation (800 mg/day) from egg yolk or placebo</td>
<td>VLDL (subtypes 1, 2, and 3) and composition, LDL (subtypes 1, 2, and 3) and composition, HDL (subtypes 2a, 2b, 3a, and 3b) and composition</td>
<td>SS increase in total LDL in patients but not controls following cholesterol intake. No effect on HDL in patients after cholesterol feeding, and increased concentration of HDL2a subtype (but not other subtypes) in controls. In patients’ LDL, the particle mass increased with cholesterol feeding, but not in controls. No changes in LDL in either group following cholesterol feeding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindeberg et al</td>
<td>Randomized, controlled intervention; male patients with ischemic heart disease, either glucose intolerance or T2DM. n=15 on Mediterranean-like diet, n=14 on Paleolithic diet</td>
<td>12-week controlled diet</td>
<td>Plasma glucose; body weight changes</td>
<td>Plasma glucose decreased in the Paleolithic group by 26%, whereas in the Mediterranean group, it only decreased by 7%, independent of changes in WC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jönsson et al</td>
<td>Randomized crossover pilot study comparing the effects of a Paleolithic diet and a diabetes diet in T2DM patients. n=10 men, 3 women</td>
<td>Paleolithic diet; egg limited to 1 egg/day; diabetes diet: 3 months per diet then crossover; total duration 6 months</td>
<td>HbA1C, TAG, DBP, weight, BMI, WC, and HDL-C</td>
<td>Paleolithic diet (as compared with the diabetes diet) resulted in lower mean HbA1C, TAG, DBP, weight, BMI, WC, and higher mean HDL-C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearce et al</td>
<td>Parallel, randomized, matched dietary intervention to study the effect of a hypoenergetic HPHchol compared with a hypoenergetic HPLchol on plasma lipids, glycemic control, and cardiovascular risk factors in T2DM subjects. N=31 on HPHchol, n=34 on HPLchol</td>
<td>HPHchol: 590 mg cholesterol, HPLchol: 213 mg cholesterol by egg supplementation; 12 weeks of hypohenetic high protein diet with either low or high cholesterol</td>
<td>TC, TAG, LDL, HDL, apo-B, CRP, FPG, 2-hour glucose, serum insulin, homocysteine, HbA1C, SBP, DBP, lutein, folate, vitamin B12, alpha carotene</td>
<td>SS decreases in weight, total cholesterol, TAG, non-HDL-C Apo B, HbA1C, FPG, and insulin, and SBP and DBP in both groups. LDL-C and homocysteine unchanged in both groups following the hypohenetic high-protein diet. HDL-C, plasma folate, and lutein increased in the high cholesterol but not the low-cholesterol group following the intervention</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: Apo, apolipoprotein; BMI, body mass index; HbA1C, hemoglobin A1C; CHD, coronary heart disease; CRP, C-reactive protein; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; FPG, fasting blood glucose; HDL, high-density lipoprotein; HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; HPHchol, high-protein high-cholesterol diet; HPLchol, high-protein low-cholesterol diet; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; n = sample size; SBP, systolic blood pressure; SS, statistically significant; T2DM, Type 2 diabetes mellitus; TAG, triglycerides or triacylglycerols; TC, total cholesterol; VLDL, very low-density lipoprotein; WC, waist circumference.
Table 4 Clinical studies of non-diabetic subjects who have CHD/T2DM risk factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Design, aim, and sample size</th>
<th>Treatment and duration</th>
<th>Outcome measures</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knopp et al52</td>
<td>Randomized placebo control to study the effect of eggs in HC or CHL subjects. Placebo: HC (n=35) and CHL (n=21); egg group: HC (n=44) and CHL (n=31)</td>
<td>Six weeks after instituting the NCEP step 1 diet, subjects were randomized to 2 eggs or egg substitute daily for 12 weeks</td>
<td>LDL-C, HDL-C, TAG</td>
<td>Placebo group lipoprotein lipids unchanged at study end for both HC and CHL subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EGg-fed group: LDL-C increased nonsignificantly in HC subjects; SS increase in CHL subjects (P&lt;0.001) HDRL-C increased significantly in both HC and CHL groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knopp et al52</td>
<td>Double-blind, randomized, crossover to study the influence of insulin resistance, without and with obesity, on LDL response to dietary cholesterol and saturated fat. n=65 (IS), n=75 (IR), n=58 (OIR)</td>
<td>0, 2, or 4 eggs/day for 1 month per treatment</td>
<td>TC, LDL-C, HDL-C, ApoB, non-HDL-C, TAG, LDL-Rf</td>
<td>Ingestion of 4 eggs/day SS increased LDL-C in IS and IR but not OIR subjects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>HDL-C increased 8.8%, 5.2%, 3.6%, respectively, in the IS, IR, and OIR subjects (P&lt;0.01 all)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tannock et al54</td>
<td>Dietary intervention to study the relationship between dietary cholesterol and inflammatory markers. N=66 (LIS), n=76 (LR), n=59 (OIR)</td>
<td>0, 2, or 4 eggs/day for 1 month per treatment</td>
<td>CRP, SAA, HDL, LDL-C, TAG; inflammatory cytokines IL-1B, IL-6, IL-8, or TNFa</td>
<td>SS increase (from baseline) in CRP, SAA, and non-HDL-C in response to egg feeding only observed for LIS subjects. TAG was SS different between the groups at baseline but no treatment-related changes in TAG observed for any subjects. No treatment-related changes in inflammatory cytokines found in any groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutungi et al55</td>
<td>Parallel, randomized, placebo-controlled, single-blinded to study egg cholesterol effects in a CRD on MetS subjects. N=15 (EGG group [11 MetS at baseline]), n=3 egg (SUB group [7 MetS at baseline])</td>
<td>CRD with either 3 liquid whole eggs/day (EGG group) or cholesterol- and fat-free egg substitute (SUB group); 12 weeks</td>
<td>Bodyweight, height, BMI (calculated), and WC, BP, plasma TAG, glucose, LDL-C, LDL-C/HDL-C ratio</td>
<td>No SS changes from baseline in FPG, LDL-C TC, or LDL-C/HDL-C ratio in either the EGG or SUB group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andersen et al67</td>
<td>Parallel, randomized, single-blind diet intervention study in adults (30–70 years) with MetS to study the association between egg consumption and HDL profiles</td>
<td>CRD with either 3 liquid whole eggs/day (EGG group) or cholesterol- and fat-free egg substitute (SUB group); 12 weeks</td>
<td>HDL-FC, HDL-CE, HDL-C, HDL-TAG, LDL-C, TC, cholesterol efflux; MetS defined based on Adult Treatment Panel III guidelines4</td>
<td>HDL-CE increased in all subjects, with greater increase in the SUB group. HDL-TAG reduced in the EGG group. Macrophage cholesterol efflux increased in the EGG group only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blesso et al68</td>
<td>Parallel, randomized, single-blind diet intervention study in 37 adults (30–70 years) with MetS to study the association between whole egg consumption and lipoprotein profiles and insulin resistance</td>
<td>CRD with either 3 liquid whole eggs/day (EGG group) or cholesterol- and fat-free egg substitute (SUB group); 12 weeks</td>
<td>HDL-C, LDL-C, TC, TAG, VLDL, fasted plasma insulin, HOMA-IR, lipoproteins, plasma apolipoproteins, LCAT, CETP, OxLDL; MetS defined based on Adult Treatment Panel III guidelines</td>
<td>SS increase in HDL-C and large HDL particles and SS decrease in VLDL and medium LDL in EGG group compared with SUB group; SS reduction in plasma insulin and HOMA-IR in EGG group only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blesso et al69</td>
<td>Parallel, randomized, single-blind diet intervention study in 37 adults (30–70 years) with MetS to study the effects of whole egg consumption</td>
<td>CRD with either 3 liquid whole eggs/day (EGG group) or cholesterol- and fat-free egg substitute (SUB group); 12 weeks</td>
<td>CRP, Plasma TNF-α, SAA, % body fat, WC, BP, weight, dietary and macronutrient intake, MetS defined based on Adult Treatment Panel III guidelines</td>
<td>SS reduction in inflammation markers (plasma TNF-α and SAA) in EGG group only; SS decrease in WC, weight, and % body fat in both groups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
### Table 4 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Design, aim, and sample size</th>
<th>Treatment and duration</th>
<th>Outcome measures</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blesso et al</td>
<td>Parallel, randomized, single-blind diet intervention study in 37 adults (30–70 years) with MetS to study the effects of whole egg consumption</td>
<td>CRD with either 3 liquid whole eggs/day (EGG group) or cholesterol- and fat-free egg substitute (SUB group); 12 weeks</td>
<td>Plasma carotenoids (lutein, zeaxanthin, β-carotene, lycopene, β-cryptoxanthin); MetS defined based on Adult Treatment Panel III guidelines</td>
<td>SS increase in plasma lutein, zeaxanthin, β-carotene, and isolated HDL and LDL fractions in lutein and zeaxanthin in EGG group only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amini et al</td>
<td>Cross-sectional study of the association between major dietary patterns and prevalence of MetS in individuals with impaired glucose tolerance; 425 subjects (35–55 years)</td>
<td>A western diet pattern (high in sweets, butter, soda, mayonnaise, sugar, cookies, tail of a lamb, hydrogenated fat, and eggs)</td>
<td>BP, WC, glucose, TAG, and HDL-C; MetS defined based on Adult Treatment Panel III guidelines</td>
<td>After adjusting for confounding variables, the western diet pattern (including eggs) was associated with greater odds of having increased OR (TAG): 1.76 (95% CI 1.01–3.07) and OR (BP): 2.62 (95% CI 1.32–5.23)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** Apo, apolipoprotein; BP, blood pressure; C, cholesterol; CE, cholesterol ester; CETP, cholesteryl ester transfer protein; CHD, coronary heart disease; CHL, combined hyperlipidemic; CI, confidence interval; CRD, carbohydrate-restricted diet; CRP, C-reactive protein; EGG, study group given three liquid whole egg/day; FC, free cholesterol; FPG, fasting plasma glucose; HC, hypercholesterolemic; HDL, high density lipoprotein; HDL-C, high density lipoprotein-associated cholesterol esters; HOMA-IR, Homeostasis Model Assessment – insulin resistance; IL, interleukin; IR, insulin resistance; IS, insulin sensitive; LCAT, lecithin-cholesterol acyltransferase; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; LIR, lean insulin resistant; LIS, lean insulin sensitive; MetS, metabolic syndrome; NCEP, National Cholesterol Education Program; OR, obese insulin resistant; OR, odds ratio; OxLDL, oxidized LDL; Rf, relative flotation; SS, statistically significant; SAA, serum amyloid A; SUB, study group given cholesterol and fat-free egg substitute; T2DM, Type 2 diabetes mellitus; TAG, triglycerides or triacylglycerols; TC, total cholesterol; TNF, tumor necrosis factor; VLDL, very low-density lipoprotein; WC, waist circumference.

---

In an analysis of the effect of egg consumption on plasma carotenoids, including WC, weight, and percent body fat in both groups (P < 0.001), it was observed that the relationship between egg consumption and various biomarkers of CVD risk factors and plasma carotenoids was not the focus of this literature search. However, five studies were uncovered that evaluated the relationship between egg consumption and plasma carotenoids, which had a significant increase in plasma lutein, zeaxanthin, β-carotene, and isolated HDL and LDL fractions in lutein and zeaxanthin in EGG group only.
Egg consumption and cardiovascular disease among diabetic individuals

total cholesterol, cholesterol ratios, or in LDL-C levels, and plasma TAG was significantly decreased (P<0.001). In agreement with the observations of Pearce et al,49 the subjects in the Mutungi et al trial who were fed egg displayed increased HDL-C, while those fed egg substitute did not.55 At baseline, 18 subjects in the Mutungi et al trial were classified as having MetS, and by the end of the 12-week study, only three subjects were classified as MetS, and all three of these subjects were in the egg substitute-fed group.55 In a similar study design, Ratliff et al observed decreased serum glucose and insulin and decreased IR in healthy subjects participating in both the egg and egg substitute groups of a carbohydrate-restricted dietary intervention.56 Participants reported greater satiety and had decreased caloric intake and body weight following the trial, despite the ad libitum nature of the diet, indicating the utility of these types of diets for at least short-term (12 week) weight loss for at-risk patients. The three articles that reported on a comparison of egg and egg substitute groups consuming a moderate carbohydrate-restricted diet for 12 weeks, in adults with MetS, showed that daily egg consumption resulted in favorable shifts in HDL lipid profiles beyond the observed increase in plasma HDL-C,57 along with improved insulin resistance,58 increased plasma carotenoids,59 decreased markers of inflammation, and improved anthropometric measurements.60 Together these studies suggest that egg consumption in combination with broader dietary changes could provide additional health benefits to at-risk individuals, beyond the benefits provided by the broad dietary change alone.

Conclusion
From the body of epidemiological studies, the finding of elevated CVD risk and egg consumption among diabetics was observed across studies, with the exception of the studies by Djoussé and Gaziano22 and Scrafford et al.19 The available prospective cohort studies that evaluated the relationship between egg consumption and CVD among diabetics had significant differences in study design and limitations and are not ideally suitable for a meta-analysis. In general, there is no consistency in the findings across epidemiological studies with respect to incident T2DM and egg consumption, and dietary confounders were not accounted for in all of the prospective studies. FFQs were used to assess exposure in all of the prospective studies with the exception of Ericson et al,60 who used a 7-day diary combined with an FFQ. However, there were discrepancies in the FFQ questions, for eg, some studies asked subjects how many times they ate eggs per week, rather than how many eggs they ate, and it is unclear whether eggs included as part of mixed dishes were included in the assessment. While there have been three meta-analyses based on these prospective studies, with reported findings of statistically significant increased CVD risks with egg consumption among diabetics and increased risk of T2DM associated with egg consumption among the general population, these findings are limited by the noted differences, and interpretation of these findings should be treated with caution.

A small number of experimental studies investigated the relationship between egg consumption and biomarkers for CHD risk among diabetics; however, study limitations and varying study designs limit our ability to interpret these results more broadly. Similarly, the somewhat conflicting results from the small number of experimental studies examining egg consumption and biomarkers of CHD risk among individuals with T2DM risk factors (measured by biomarkers) and the small number of subjects involved in these studies prevent broad interpretation and conclusions. Results from several small studies suggest that eggs that are part of a broader dietary intervention may reduce the risk of T2DM and MetS, thereby reducing the risk of CVD. However, given the noted study limitations, broad interpretation of these results should be avoided, and the findings of these studies should be investigated further.
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